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	Increase Your Influence at Work (Worksmart Series), 9780814416013 (0814416012), AMACOM, 2010

	People who know how to influence others in the office enjoy a greater measure of control over their work lives and advance their careers more rapidly than others. But what many don't know is that the mysterious quality known as influence can be learned and developed by anyone. Readers will discover how to develop the most important attributes necessary for influence trustworthiness, reliability, and assertiveness and find out how to move beyond being passive participants in their work lives, and gain the cooperation and attention of those who matter most.
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Grid Computing: The Savvy Manager's Guide (The Savvy Manager's Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
"This book explains grid in simple terms, using practical examples to demonstrate the technical and business benefits of grid and providing hands-on guidance for readers. This is a must read for everyone who is seriously investigating grid or planning to integrate grid technology in their IT environment."
--Wolfgang Gentzsch,...

		

Real-Time Digital Signal Processing: Based on the TMS320C6000Newnes, 2004
Digital Signal Processing has undergone enormous growth in usage/implementation in the last 20 years and many engineering schools are now offering real-time DSP courses in their undergraduate curricula.  Our everyday lives involve the use of DSP systems in things such as cell phones and high-speed modems; Texas Instruments has introduced the...

		

Glycochemistry: Principles: Synthesis, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2001

	US, Canadian, and Chinese chemists summarize recent research into the synthesis, principles, and applications of carbohydrates for graduate students and researchers in carbohydrate chemistry, biochemistry, medicinal chemistry, and glycobiology. The topics include solid phase oligosaccharide synthesis, the chemical synthesis of bioactive...





	

Adobe Reader 7 Revealed : Working Effectively with Acrobat PDF FilesAdobe Press, 2005
More than a half billion people use the Adobe Reader software  worldwide. This book is intended for the Adobe Reader user who wants to know  more about what the program can and can't do. For Adobe Reader users who want to  acquire additional software or learn about other features that can be added to  PDF documents, this book...


		

6LoWPAN: The Wireless Embedded InternetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	"It is stunningly thorough and takes readers meticulously through the design, con?guration and operation of IPv6-based, low-power, potentially mobile radio-based networking." Vint Cerf, Vice President and Chief Internet Evangelist, Google


	This book provides a complete overview of IPv6 over Low Power Wireless...


		

Building Applications with iBeacon: Proximity and Location Services with Bluetooth Low EnergyO'Reilly, 2014

	
		High-precision location information is increasingly useful for mobile application developers, since it allows devices to interact with the world around them. This practical book shows you how to achieve arm’s reach accuracy with iBeacons, simple transmitters that enable your applications to react to nearby surroundings and then...
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